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in the management."   Taking the bull  by the horns—
was he ?
" Am I to have that information ? "
The voice of old Mothergill rose cosy in the silence.
" The Board could be adjourned, perhaps, Mr. Chairman ;
I could come up myself at a pinch. Possibly we could all
attend. The times arc very peculiar—we mustn't take any
unnecessary risks. The policy of foreign contracts is
undoubtedly somewhat new to us. We have no reason so
far to complain of the results. And I am sure we have
the utmost confidence in the judgment of our managing
director. Still, as Mr. Forsyte has asked for this informa-
tion, I think perhaps we ought to have it. What do you
say, my lord ? "
" I can't come up next week.    I agree with the chairman
that on  these  accounts  we  couldn't'  burke   this   year's
dividend,    No good getting the wind up before \vr must.
When do the accounts go out, Elderson ? "
" Normally at the end of this week."
"These are not normal timc\s," said Soamcs.    "To be
quite plain, unless I have that information I must tender
my resignation."   He saw very well what was passing in
their minds.   A newcomer making himself a nuisance -
they would take his resignation readily—only it would look
awkward just before a general meeting unless they could
announce "wife's ill-health" or something satisfactory,
which he would take very good care they didn't.
The chairman said coldly :
" Well, we will adjourn the Board to this day week ;
you will be able to get us those figures, Elderson ? "
" Certainly."
Into Soarnes' mind flashed the thought: c Ought to ask
for an independent scrutiny.' But he looked round.
Going too far—perhaps—if he intended to remain on the

